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Privacy is often applied as an abstract concept in law and regulations. In everyday life, negotiating what
information to share with whom, where, and at what times, and in what situations may be a challenge at home
and in public space. We apply Palen and Dourish’s framework for understanding and discussing privacy to a
setting of living with moving robots at home. We compare different ways sensors might be placed in a home
environment, and what role proxemics, or motion technologies might have for the negotiation of privacy. By
highlighting the role of the place and movement of the sensors, we discuss concrete privacy issues that are
emerging with networked robot technologies at home. We hope to contribute new ways of thinking to users,
designers, and analysts for creating and using mobile, networked technologies in domestic places.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Yet networked technology at home is not new. The
fixed-line telephone, with microphone sensor and
keypad (or rotary dial) that senses and transmits
audio and control signals is such a device most of us
are familiar with. The fixed-line telephone has several
characteristics: (a) It is placed at a fixed place in
the home, (b) It is visible to the resident when the
sensors are on or off, and (c) during use of the
telephone, the person is provided with a side-tone,
indicating that the audio sensor is active; the rotary
dial or key presses generate sound to communicate
the number dialed.

In the past, when we were looking for privacy, we
might seek out an area where no one was. If it
wasn’t possible to find an area devoid of people, we
might draw curtains, close doors and windows, etc.,
to achieve our privacy. We can still do this today, but
this may include turning off a telephone, computer,
and other connected devices to truly “unplug” and
get some privacy.
Privacy is beyond a single person. It involves a
broad range of concerns within legislative practices,
social practices, digital architecture, domestic and
urban architecture. The activities of regulating our
personal space, moving away from others or coming
closer, opening doors, or avoiding others are privacy
performed in practice during our everyday life. Yet as
we live with more and more networked devices and
services containing sensors, the question of privacy
is increasingly a concern for the HCI research
community and the public at large.

On the telephone, a person is in control of (a) where
the sensors are, (b) when the sensors are active or
on and sensing, (c) what kind of data or information
that is sensed, and to some extent (d) to whom
the sensed data is distributed. These ways of living
at home with sensors are challenged with more
networked technologies entering the domestic place.
Networked technology can help us stay in touch
and contact people when we need help. Yet this
technology can cause issues with privacy and make
us feel as if we are always being watched. In the
area of the Internet of Things and cyber-physical
systems, every object will talk with each other, and
this will give us new ways of interaction, processing,
and solving problems, but this also opens us up

Most people reside in private homes. Traditionally,
we feel the home is a place where we are private
and enjoy full privacy. But modern, networked
technologies with sensors are entering the home and
challenging the privacy of residents.
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to new ways of being watched, uncertainty of how
the data is being used, and how secure it is. With
smart homes, sensors can communicate with each
other via networking throughout the house and can
help keep us safe, save electricity, or control parts
of the environment. But in exchange, we need to
provide information to these devices or alternatively
the companies sitting behind the devices. For people
that may want to live at home longer, all these
sensors in their home may be required for welfare
services to work.

From these early discussions on the conditions for
protecting privacy and ways of regulating privacy
by law, there is an increasing focus on privacy as
our everyday lives are partly lived on-line. The list
of mechanical devices from 1890 is lately extended
by robots in domestic places that move about with
sensors—more or less autonomously—from room to
room at home.
Most of this technology is stationary. In a smart
home scenario, most items are sitting in one spot
or are mounted at a certain point. This makes it
necessary to put things all over the house to get
sufficient coverage of the area. This can lead to
an invasion of privacy where even areas like the
bathroom are equipped with sensors for the sake of
keeping someone safe.

In this paper, we look at what role the placement
of sensors have for the control of what is sensed
and possibly analyzed and recorded, and how we
can negotiate our privacy with the services provided.
Sensors can be positioned in various places in a
home environment. We can put them into three
categories based on their location.

Instead of adding sensors through the entire home;
sensors could be in one place, for example on a
robot. The robot can be combined with sensors like
an infrared camera or laser guidance that can offer
some anonymity. This robot would still have the role
of being an assistive technology for people that want
to live at home. But a robot that can move offers new
opportunities. Instead of feeling like always being
watched with sensors all over the house, people
living at home know where the robot is. People could
even ask the robot to leave if they felt that they
wanted privacy for a while.

Sensors can be fixed and stationary in the house
Examples: PIR sensors for detecting human
movement or microphones for recording
orders. The resident can move around
and—depending on the coverage of the fixed,
stationary sensors in the home—the residents
actions will be detected and recorded.
Sensors can be worn on the person’s body
Examples: motion sensors on watches,
or audio sensor in smartphones placed in
pockets and hands of residents. The resident
can move around with the sensor, and of
course put it away somewhere in the home.

2. ROBOTS AT HOME
Many governments want to limit health costs in the
future. One way of achieving this is to have people
live longer at home independently as they grow older.
Many of the proposed solutions for this have to deal
with assistive technology that can help the person
by monitoring vital statistics, reminding the person
about appointments or taking medicine, contacting
health professionals or family, etc. Lots of solutions
are built on top of a smart home, where different
sensors are around the home.

Sensors can be placed on a robot
Examples: camera or distance sensors on
vacuum cleaners that move with the robot. The
resident can move in relation to the robot, and
get closer to it or move further away.
In these categories, some items are common among
the sensors. They can be visible to the person, or
they can be hidden. The sensors can potentially
be turned on and off. Finally, the person can be
informed about what the sensors detect, record, and
transmit. The boundaries between categories also
blur. For example, the smart phone can be worn
on or about the body, but also placed at dedicated
places in the environment.

We are investigating using a robot that will be
working with the elderly in their homes. We are in
the phase of gathering information and requirements
from the elderly, and we are looking at the
possibility of adding sensors to help monitor different
characteristics and health signs. This will later be
combined with possibly guessing behavior with a
goal towards early warnings about danger and
keeping the person healthy in general. Some of
these sensors require the robot to be a certain
distance from the person. A robot may offer a better
chance for privacy as the sensors are only on the
robot instead of installed around the house.

Warren and Brandeis (1890, p. 195) write about the
dangers of technology and privacy:
Instantaneous photographs and newspaper enterprise have invaded the sacred precincts of private
and domestic life; and numerous mechanical devices
threaten to make good the prediction that “what is
whispered in the closet shall be proclaimed from the
house-tops.“
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3. RELATED WORK

that the older adults exhibited the most privacypreserving behaviors when a camera was used and
not a mobile robot.

As more devices are being introduced for the smart
home, the security and privacy of the smart home
is receiving more scrutiny. Though each smart home
is different, they likely contain devices and sensors
that help the home do things or assist the people at
home. This brings up issues of trusting the device
and assuming that people in the smart home can
preserve their privacy (Schulz et al. 2014). Though
not focusing on home, Fritsch, Groven, and Schulz
(2012) identified different strategies one could use
when interacting with different items where one
cannot determine if one can or should trust the item.

Much of the current research with robots and
privacy has focused on telepresence or teleoperated
robots. These robots are operated by another
person and allows the person to be present and
perform tasks in the environment where the robot
is located. Research here has focused on obscuring
the environment from the robot operator. Butler et al.
(2015) looked at people’s perceptions of privacy
and how well different types of video filters would
affect the operator’s ability to perform tasks. Other
types of filters have also proven effective (Hubers,
Andrulis, Scott, et al. 2015; Hubers, Andrulis, Smart,
et al. 2015). M. Rueben et al. (2016) experimented
with different interfaces for marking objects that
should remain hidden to a robot’s camera. Matthew
Rueben et al. (2017) found that informing people that
the robot was being operated by someone known
versus unknown was important to a person’s privacy
concerns and what the robot did.

Introducing a robot into a home can bring new
problems. Robots need sensors to find their place
in the environment or react to it. These sensors
can gather different types of information, such as
recording an image or audio. Depending on how
the robot is set up, the information captured by
the sensors may be sent over the network to other
computers to give the robot more computing power
than it might otherwise have due to its size or power
constraints (Kanda and Ishiguro 2012). This can
result in breaching the privacy of people in the area
working with the robot.

ICT related privacy research often focus on
technology and ways of implementing technologies,
see Bellotti and Sellen (1993). Palen and Dourish
(2003) have proposed a framework for a more
nuanced understanding of privacy in a networked
world. Building on the work of Altman (1975), they
identify three boundaries for negotiating information
disclosure:

Robots and privacy is a topic that has not been
researched much. Calo (2010) presents an overview
of the privacy issues around surveillance and the
fact that we act differently around anthropomorphic
social robots. Peter H. Kahn et al. (2007) and
Feil-Seifer, Skinner, and Matarić (2007) proposed
benchmarks for evaluating human-robot interaction
that included privacy. Syrdal et al. (2007) found
different opinions about what should be recorded
from the people they interviewed for a robot in
a home scenario. No one they interviewed was
completely comfortable with a robot recording the
information, but tolerated it if it was for an obvious
purpose.

Disclosure boundary This is the boundary of what
you tell others and what you keep to yourself.
For example, writing opinions about a subject
in a public forum or wearing a t-shirt of a band
you enjoy.
Identity boundary This is the boundary for the
different roles we have in our lives. For
example, in some areas we are an employee,
other areas an enthusiast, and others a friend.
Each of these roles have different kinds of
information we share or don’t share.

Depending on the robot’s design, its sensors may
not be obvious for everyone. A study by Lee et
al. (2011) showed that people were not aware of
the sensing capabilities of the robot (for example,
that it could see behind itself) or a difference in
what it collected and what it processed. Not fully
understanding the sensors on a robot may even
extend to the cameras on a robot. Calo (2011)
posits that drones carrying cameras in public areas
could highlight citizen’s need for privacy and make
it easier to recognize privacy. Yet Caine, Šabanović,
and Carter (2012) ran an experimental study with a
camera, a stationary robot, and a mobile robot to see
how older adults changed their behavior to preserve
their privacy. Caine, Šabanović, and Carter found

Temporal boundary This boundary controls how
information is handled over time. For example,
knowing you borrowed a book from the library
versus knowing your entire history of books
you have borrowed from the library.
Palen and Dourish provide several examples to show
how different goals need to be negotiated to maintain
privacy, while making it possible to use the network.
Their examples show the unintended consequences
of using a network environment—such as their
example of a potential downsizing in a company
being leaked because all the meeting rooms are
booked by the HR department.
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4.3. The time boundary

Palen and Dourish‘s framework has been used in
other situations. Holone and Herstad (2010) used
the framework when mapping areas for accessibility
issues and sharing the maps.

Since the robot stays in the home over an extended
period, the robot can build a more complete
picture of the person and track activities and other
disclosures over time. Though the robot may be
around the person more, there are several questions
we can ask that can give us an idea about how
big this boundary is: Whom are we sharing with?
Where? At what times and in what situations,
and how long? Information about everyday home
activities that used be ephemeral is potentially made
permanent and may be used at later times.

4. USING A PRIVACY FRAMEWORK WITH A
MOVING ROBOT IN THE HOME
Here we investigate how a person can negotiate
privacy with a robot in the home using the framework
proposed by Palen and Dourish. Even without a final
robot selected, this privacy framework is an exercise
for looking at privacy issues and part of a foundation
in privacy by design (Langheinrich 2001).

4.4. Walking away

Yet it is easier to visualize privacy issues if we have
an idea of the capabilities of the robot. So, let’s
assume that the robot can move in the house and
that the robot has sensors that can track the person
via infrared (Kido et al. 2009) and wide-band sensors
(Tømmer, Kjelgård, and Lande 2016); the latter it
uses for measuring the pulse of the person when the
robot is close enough to the person.

One of the features we want to explore is the robot
moving in the house (as will the people). In essence,
someone could walk away from the robot or send the
robot away to get some privacy. This changes the
dynamic of sensors, especially if we work with the
idea that the sensors are on the robot.
Movement affects the boundaries named above. For
example, a person moving to another part of the
home or asking for the robot to go to another part
of the house could help strengthen the disclosure
boundary as the robot would not have access to
the information. It would also strengthen the identity
boundary since the robot would not have the whole
picture of the different roles. The time boundary
would also be affected since the robot would not
have the whole story.

4.1. The disclosure boundary
For our project, the robot is to be in the home to
help someone stay at home longer. This means that
some information must be disclosed to the robot,
for example the person’s age or what problem’s
the person has (medical or physical) that the robot
could help out with or monitor. Some may accept
the robot having this information if it means they can
stay home longer. Yet the robot is also staying in
the home with the person and it can start picking
up other information through its sensors. Some of
this information can be helpful and timely, such as
monitoring heart rate and notifying medical staff
when it drops low. Other times, having the robot at
home may disclose a person’s habits to others, like
the person’s secret addiction to chocolate. Having
respect for this person’s boundary while still looking
out for the person’s better health is necessary.

Since walking away from the sensors on the robot
is possible, let’s compare with the other sensor
configurations named in Section 1. Depending on
where the fixed sensors are placed in a house,
it might be possible to walk away from the them
as well, but it might mean parts of the house are
not ever available for privacy or privacy is limited
to a very small part of the house. For the other
configuration, it is difficult to walk away from a sensor
worn on the person. The sensor could be removed,
but this might trigger an alert that could result in the
privacy being short lived.

4.2. The identity boundary
Palen and Dourish discuss how technology mediates
our interaction between the technology and the
world and how this blurs the line between what is
private and public. A robot at home contributes to
this blurring. The robot is set up as something to
help the person. We may consider the person in a
patient role and the robot as a servant. But while
the robot is present, its sensors may detect people
visiting where the person takes on other roles (e.g.,
a parent, grandparent, club member, or friend). The
robot should handle these visits and let the person
play different roles without fear of different identities
being leaked.

Walking away from the robot gives us an easy to
understand control over our privacy. It also can make
the robot walk to us. The robot’s movements can be
animated to make it obvious if the robot is searching,
when the robot has found us, if it’s observing, and
when we have moved out of range. This animated
movement will give the robot some personality and
give us an idea of what the robot is doing. This
movement, animation, and control over privacy is
something we hope to investigate in future work.
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